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Abstract

At the outset of its nuclear programme, France opted for a closed fuel cycle. After the strong slowing-
down of the FBR implementation, emphasis have been carried on the plutonium recycling in PWRs. In 1985, the
current policy was defined and the industrial investment was decided. Now the whole industrial system is being
operated. 1) Spent fuel reprocessing: Every year, EDF unloads 1200/1300 tons of spent fuel. 850 tons are
reprocessed by UP2, 800 tons of slightly enriched uranium and 8 tons of plutonium are recovered. 2)
Manufacturing facilities: The annual EDF's need is about 110/136 tons (e.g. 240/300 assemblies). In Europe,
more than 300 tons are required by 2000. 3) The "moxified" reactors: The 900 MW units are reloaded with UO2
and MOX assemblies. The share of MOX is 30 % (16 assemblies for a 3 cycle-loading and 12 for a 4 cycle-
loading). The annual production corresponds to 20 and 25 reloadings. Today 16 reactors are open and
authorization is required for 12 additional units. 4) Prospects: The consequences of this clear policy is analysed
and the situation in 2005/2010 is predictable. The future of die Pu recycling is varying with the international
constraints and the evolution of the nuclear requirement. Four ways are studied :

continuation of the same policy (850 t spent fuel, 110/1201 MOX)
reprocessing of all the spent fuel (13001 spent fuel, 160 t MOX, 28 PWRs)
reprocessing of the irradiated MOX
introduction of Pu burners.

1. INTRODUCTION

From the very origin of the French nuclear programme, reprocessing of spent fuel and
recycling of valuable materials such as uranium and plutonium has been the thorough and
coherent French strategy. Today, recycling in water reactors is the option chosen to close the
fuel cycle. It implements a set of well-mastered industrial operations, the impact on
environment and human health of which is in accordance with the ALARA principle. At three
places, the same flow of recycled materials is to be achieved: at the output of the reprocessing
plants, at the input the fuel manufacturing facilities and at the input of the recycling-dedicated
reactors.

Plutonium can be recycled in reactors, since its energetic content is still important: one gram
of plutonium is equivalent to almost two tons of oil. The possibility for the use of plutonium
into Mox fuel appears economically sound, and that is why EDF decided in 1985 to recycle
plutonium in some of its PWR 900 units.

Thanks to reprocessing and plutonium recycling, spent fuel is no longer considered as an issue,
but as a value. While reducing the demand for natural uranium, recycling also offers the great
advantage to reduce significantly the volume and potential radiotoxicity of long-lived nuclear
wastes.

The French nuclear power programme is an outstanding success both in terms of national
independence, preventing reliance on finite fossil fuel, and as regards the economy and the
balance of trade. Besides, Mox fuel, having a thirty years experience, is about to rapidly attain
an equivalent operating experience as its « elder » UO2.
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2. SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING

During the beginning of this decade, reprocessing has become a fully demonstrated industry.
The techniques have been proven. Activities, begun over 30 years ago in order to improve
quality, productivity and safety, have been patiently pursued and are being strengthened even
more.

EDF's spent fuel undergoes reprocessing in the UP2 plant at La Hague, operated by Cogema:

The UP2 plant, which started operation in 1966, had reprocessed various types of fuel
up to 1987, after which it was dedicated to LWR fuel only. In order to meet the
requirements of France's nuclear power programme, the annual capacity of UP2 has
been recently increased from to 400 tons to 800 tons by adding new processing
facilities.
Moreover, there is another reprocessing plant at La Hague, operated by Cogema.

The UP3 plant successfully started operations in 1990 and its first ten years of
operation, has been assigned to the reprocessing of 7000 tons of spent fuel from other
European and Japanese utilities. Its production is ramping up according to schedule
from 350 tons reprocessed in 1991 to full capacity operations in 1995.

As of the end of 1994, total reprocessed fuel at La Hague facilities amounts to near
7000 tU. Plant reliability and availability are well demonstrated by reprocessed
quantity.

Tons per year

1994

1995

This unique industrial complex will be able to reprocess 1650 tons of spent fuel, serving 60
to 80 LWRs and offering high quality recyclable energetic products and conditioned residues.
In the French case, the reprocessed quantity will yearly yield 8 to 8.5 tons of separated
plutonium. It should be noted that reprocessing of Mox fuel has been successfully tested in
1992, during a 4,5 tons campaign.

The favourable performance of the La Hague plants is the result of an approach to safety in
which safety features are incorporated early in the design phase, particularly those relating to
containment not only for normal operation, but for maintenance and repair operations as well.

The La Hague plant design has made real strides in plant performances in the area of waste
volume minimisation, following the ALARA principle.

Furthermore, the operating experience has shown outstanding operational achievements in
terms of process performances as well as environmental impact, occupational exposure and
waste management. Mainly based on an improved effluent management, on the use of
additional evaporation capacities and on new volume reduction techniques. Further steps in
waste minimisation are currently implemented or planned in the near future. Since 1995,
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practically all the activity is routed towards the vitrification units, thus eliminating the need
for precipitation and bituminisation of low and medium level effluents.

This substantial experience of reprocessing at La Hague demonstrates the industrial mastery
of commercial reprocessing. France masters the reprocessing process: over 99,88% of the
plutonium and the uranium contained in the fuel is separated and recovered, in order to be
recycled in nuclear fuel manufacturing, while the rest is confined in the glass and other final
waste forms. Another consequence is the very high values of decontamination factors, up to
one hundred times the design specifications.

The reprocessing of more than 850 tonnes per year of the spent fuel discharged from French
reactors is now a hypothesis which is under consideration.

As regards long term trends, technical options will depend on political evolution but an
extension of reprocessed quantities can be contemplated, up to the total discharged spent fuel,
including irradiated Mox fuel.

3. MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

Mixed oxide fuel is now commercially well-established and is playing an important role in
France. Since a number of years, plutonium oxide is routinely transported from La Hague to
the Mox fabrication facilities, and more than 200 tons of fresh Mox fuel assemblies have been
transported to the EDF reactors.

a) MELOX

Melox, which is dealt with in another presentation, will be the EDF's main producer
of Mox assemblies. The Melox plant (with a nominal capacity of 120 tHM/years
which can be easily extended to 160 tHM/y) is located in Marcoule, enters in service
in 1995 and includes all manufacturing operations from UO2 and PuO2 powders
reception to assembly delivery. It appears as the first high-throughput Mox fuel
manufacturing facility to be put into operation in the world. It is designed to fulfil the
requirements coming from foreseeable trends in both fuel management and modern
safety and environment concern.

Although dedicated to a number of Framatome assembly designs, MELOX offers
utilities a flexible use of Mox fuel. As a result, it must receive and handle a wide
range of basic nuclear materials. This implies the capability of using high-burnup and
aged plutonium, which has consequences, through plutonium 238 and americium
content, both on the specific thermal energy to be evacuated and on radiation shielding
to be installed. On the other hand, the trend to an increased Mox fuel discharge burn
up leads to a high plutonium content in the fabricated fuel. In the light of Melox's large
scale factor, Mox fuel manufacturing costs are expected to be lower. The reduction
of the annual dose of most of the factory operators to a value of 5 mSv/yr was an
important objective. Besides, a design effort has been achieved in waste minimisation.

The main milestones and the manufacturing programme are presented elsewhere:
startup activities are on schedule. Full qualification will be achieved by the end of
summer.
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MELOX will be able to supply Mox assemblies for 20 to 25 reloads of EDF 900 MWe
units per year, which corresponds to the 8 to 8.5 tons of plutonium that are separated
at La Hague.

b) Other plants

MELOX has taken full benefits on the outstanding Mox fuel experience of the existing
facilities at Dessel and Cadarache. The activity of the two plants, Belgonucleaire
Dessel and Cogema Cadarache will be adapted with the total need for Mox fuel (EDF
and other customers.).

The fabrication of Mox fuel was initially realised in the BN Dessel plant (with an
annual capacity of 35 tons). Cogema Cadarache plant was previously dedicated to FBR
fuel, but since 1989, has been modified to produce Mox fuel in parallel with the
assemblies of FBR. It will reach a 30 tons production this year.

Even if the MELOX plant is at full operation, the Mox fuel fabrication capacity will
not be enough to absorb the plutonium separated in France by the reprocessing of
French and foreign fuel. Cogema considers the possibility of increasing its capacities
in order to serve customers who want their MOX fuel to be fabricated in France.

4. IN- REACTOR RECYCLING

The aim of EDF's strategy is to avoid the creation of a plutonium stockpile larger than what
is needed by global operational conditions (i.e. about 2 years of normal utilisation). This
means that the same flow of plutonium should exist simultaneously at the outlet of reprocessing
plants, at the throughput of the fabrication facilities and at the input of moxified reactors.

Another EDF's target is to make Mox fuel as similar to UO2 fuel as possible, avoiding
penalties on associated UO2 fuel as regards achievable burn ups and reaching the same
operational flexibility as classical UO2 fuel.

4.1 Present status

A generic safety report was issued at the end of 1986 which demonstrated the feasibility of
recycling Mox with a maximum ratio of 30% Mox assemblies in each reload of one-third of
the core (annual cycle). This corresponds to 16 Mox assemblies per reload, out of 52. The
average concentration of plutonium is limited to a level of 5,3%.

a) Present number and hybrid management

At present, 7 units out of the sixteen already licensed for Mox fuel operation are loaded
with this fuel. In four of them, the proportion of Mox has reached the equilibrium.
These reactors operate in baseload with a third core reloaded annually; two of them are
authorised for load follow operation, for demonstration purposes. The target today is
to obtain an homogeneous management of 4 cycles. EDF has decided to use
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temporarily an « hybrid management» : 3 cycles for Mox fuel and 4 cycles for UO2
(3,7% enrichment). It will be applied to the other Mox units in 1995. The
demonstration is performed in Dampierre 2 and Gravelines 4. Such a core
management allows to draw benefit from the advantages of uranium four batch
refuelling while securing an acceptable degree of burn up of the Mox fuel.

b) Plutonium recycling in 900 MWe EDF reactors

7 reactors loaded

9 reactors licensed

12 reactors compatible

St Laurent Bl & B2 (1987)
Gravelines B3 & B4 (1989)
Dampierre 1 (1990) & 2 (1993)
Blayais 2

Dampierre 3 & 4
Tricastin 1, 2 ,3 & 4
Gravelines Bl & B2
Blayais 1

Gravelines C5 & C6
Blayais 3 & 4
Chinon Bl through B4
Cruas 1 through 4

4.2 Near term trends

a) Number of reactors

EDF will progressively burn Mox fuel. A total of 16 reactors are already licensed in
France to use Mox fuel (7 units in 1994, increasing to 9 in 1996 and to 16 in 1998).
12 additional reactors are technically designed to receive Mox fuel, but they still have
to undergo the licensing process (the first of these might be the four Chinon B units.)

20 to 28 reactors could receive Mox fuel, thus absorbing the entire plutonium output
of Cogema's UP2-800 reprocessing plants and requiring most of the MELOX capacity.

b) Load follow

According to EDF's goal of getting same services from Mox fuel as from uranium
fuel, implementation of load follow is desirable. The involved operating modes
(frequency adjustment and power level modulation) have been authorised in St Laurent
reactors for testing, and EDF is expecting soon a generic licensing from French
Authorities. Operation in load-following mode is presently authorised on an
experimental basis at the Saint Laurent Bl and B2 reactors. Operators at St Laurent
have not experienced any difficulty during load-following mode operation.
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c) Increase of burn up

The maximum authorised value of average Mox fuel assembly burn up is 36 GWd/t.
This rate has been effectively achieved in three units, and the corresponding assemblies
were unloaded without having caused any problem during irradiation. In order to
improve industrial Mox performance, araised burn up should be implemented as soon
as the French Safety Authorities agree. By the year 2000, over 16 reactors will be
loaded with Mox fuel at high burn up (about 45 GWd/t) and a 4-cycle core
management policy. By the end of 1992, 4 Mox fuel assemblies have been reloaded
for a fourth cycle in order to extend data-base of Mox fuel behaviour and to prove that
such bum ups are actually achievable without any problem. It could represent future
Mox management. This trend in the case of Mox provides an economy in the fuel cycle
cost, since the fabrication cost is independent of the plutonium content.

d) Increase of plutonium content

Research focuses on increasing the Mox bum up required by the 4 cycle management,
on developing new Mox fuel design with plutonium content up to 6,5% that will
answer EDF's need for higher bum ups with sufficient margins. Beyond the year 2000,
the target is to reach discharge bum ups of 52 GWd/t with a plutonium content greater
than 9%.

5. PROSPECTS

Today, the policy is clear and well-defined. It will reach equilibrium in 2000. Several
solutions can be considered afterwards :

a) Continuation of the same policy

This possibility can be contemplated, but in this case, by 2010, several thousands tons
of spent UO2 fuel, as well as more than 1000 tons of Mox irradiated fuel, will have
to be stored.

b) Increasing the reprocessed quantities

This will lead to reduce spent fuel storage

c) Reprocessing of the irradiated Mox fuel

In principle, the reprocessing of Mox fuel is not different from that of the UO2 spent
fuel and it has already been studied since the end of 1985 by Cogema.

Mox assemblies have been designed to be reprocessed in La Hague and the guarantee
of their reprocessing was one of the points to be demonstrated to the French Safety
Authorities. This leads to the monitoring of fresh pellets solubility during fabrication.
In November 1992, a 4,7 ton campaign of reprocessing Mox fuel was conducted at
UP2 plant and gave quite satisfactory results. Cogema has planned to adapt the UP2-
800 plant to the Mox fuel reprocessing.
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d) Multi-recycling

Beyond first recycling, a long term strategy involves multirecycling, whereby spent
Mox fuel is reprocessed and a second generation plutonium is recovered and
reintroduced 10 to 15 years later as Mox fuel. Such successive recycling offer a means
to reducing the total plutonium inventory in the coming decades.

e) Introduction of 100 % Mox reactors

The all-Mox reactor concept is currently under study. This concept provides several
advantages :

a homogeneous core,
a simpler assembly design and management (no zoning),
a reduced number of reactors receiving Pu-containing fresh fuel

An increased moderation ratio could allow burning plutonium in better conditions.
Advanced PWR reactors accepting 100 % Mox loading will burn plutonium at a rate
of60-80kgPuT/Wh.

f) Introduction of Fast Neutron Reactors (FNR)

When fuelled with 30% Mox, as currently implemented, a water reactor gives a near
zero balance in plutonium. FNR can operate in breeder or burner mode. The burner
mode results in a negative plutonium balance, and has the added advantage of burning
« dirty»plutonium, coming from multi-recycling. The French programme CAPRA is
aimed at designing such a core.

CONCLUSION

We are now in a position to assert that the technical and industrial maturity of the RCR
(Reprocessing, Conditioning and Recycling) strategy in France has been reached. Through
a consistent and large-scale programme, recycling of plutonium in water reactors is fully
mastered. From the operational point of view, plutonium is about to be used in the same
conditions as uranium. As far as economics are concerned, plutonium is likely to take the best
place: when increasing the discharge burn-up, which is the normal trend, Mox fuel costs will
remain stable while uranium fuel costs will inevitably grow.

For the future, all the options remain open: most of them have a proven feasibility. The most
advanced solutions (such as Pu burners) are still in progress. They will certainly appear as a
very promising objective which leads to an extremely lower level of residual plutonium in the
geological disposal.
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